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Russia’s development of 5G cellular network coverage is on hold due to the exit of major
global telecom providers and constraints posed by government regulations, the Business St.
Petersburg news outlet reported Wednesday, citing industry experts. 

Russia’s digital developments ministry earlier this month said it aims to facilitate the 5G
network’s expansion in Russia, including by allocating frequencies in the 24.25-27.5 GHz
range. 

But the Russian military, which currently uses these frequencies, is unwilling to open them up
to civilian use — meaning the ministry’s initiative will do little to improve the real prospects
of introducing 5G coverage, analysts told Business St. Petersburg.

“Civilian devices cannot interfere with military ones in any way,” IT specialist Mikhail
Klimaryov told Business St. Petersburg. “Moreover, this range is useless [for the military
because of the lack of necessary equipment], but their radars will continue to work without
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problems in any case.” 

Related article: ‘Failing Technology Museum’: Uncertainty for Russian Telecoms as Foreign
Firms Flee

The expansion of the network — which is currently available to a limited number of users in
Moscow and St. Petersburg — will be further stifled by the exit of major telecom companies
such as Nokia, Huawei and Ericsson from the Russian market following Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine in February, experts said. 

While the Digital Development, Communication and Mass Media Ministry prohibits mobile
operators from using foreign-made 5G stations, potential in-country suppliers would have
little economic incentive to facilitate domestic-oriented production, analyst Alexei Boyko told
the outlet. 

“Domestic solutions can hardly be at competitive pricing because we are talking about small-
scale production,” Boyko said.  

Analysts believe that, given the constraints, the Russian government will likely switch focus
toward improving LTE standards to satisfy existing user demands. 
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